
Index
...................................................

abbreviations 167
‘according to’, use of 40
accuracy 12

in internet journalism 70
acronyms 35
adjectival clauses 88, 153
adjectives 144

comparative 145
compound 145, 165
use of apostrophes 167

adverbial clauses 88, 153, 161
adverbs 40, 146–147

comparative 147
adversarial system of law, see law, adversarial system
‘affect’, use of 157
A-G v. Mirror Newspapers (1980) 237
A-G v. Times Newspapers Ltd (1974) 236
ages, treatment of 165
‘and’, use of 162
angles (choice of leads) 19–20
anonymous sources, see sources, anonymity of
Ansearch (search engine) 285
Anzwers (search engine) 285
apostrophes 166–168
appeals (legal) 223, 245–246
application (in gathering news) 115–116
Artemus Jones case 258
Artists Ltd v. Littler (1969) 273
‘as’, use of 193
assumptions 113
attribution 33–41

in electronic media 59
audiences, target 17

internet 69–70
see also reader interest

Australian Press Council 311
averages 298–299

background (additional information) 31–33, 108
background (rules of confidentiality) 27, 330
bail 248

power to grant 249
‘Bali Nine’ 219
bias in presentation of stories 338–339
BLF case 237
Boolean logic 283–284
Bradlee, Ben 26
Bread Manufacturers case 237

captions 176–177
case law, see law, case

centimetres (length of stories) 9
Chandler, Stanley Cecil ‘Solly’ 85
children 338

identification of 249
interviewing 330

clarity in writing 60
clauses 152

adjectival 88, 153
adverbial 88, 153, 161
defining and non-defining 154
descriptive 161

clichés 95
colons (punctuation mark) 47, 162–163
commas 47, 160–162
comment in news stories, see opinion
Commissions of Inquiry 220
communication 1
‘compared’, use of 182–192
competition with other media 55
compound words 164
confidence, breach of (law) 227
confidentiality 27

sources
see also sources, anonymity of

conjunctions 149, 161
contacts 116–117
contempt (legal) 233–234, 238

appeals 245–246
cases 235–238
course of justice 245
environment 247–248
fairness and accuracy requirement 242–243
post-arrest publication 240–241
pre-arrest publication 239–240
presumption of guilt 247
reporting of committal hearings 241
reporting of trials 242
role of subeditors 177
sentencing and appeal 242
statutory 246–247
see also court reporting

contractions (grammar) 195
copyright 229–230

fair dealing 230
Copyright Act (1968) 229
Copyright Amendment (Moral Rights) Act (2000) 229
Corby, Schapelle 219
court records

higher courts 274–275, 295
magistrates or local courts 275
sufficient interest requirement 277

354
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court reporting
adoption of children 248
Coroners courts 248
domestic violence 250
family law 250
identification of children 249
identification of offenders 251
identification of victims or parties 249
mental health matters 251
penalties and sentencing 252–253
prisoners 251
professional relationships 243
reporting on jury matters 251
sex offences 250
see also contempt (legal); open courts

criminal records, reporting of 253
crossheads 208
customsight.com 303
Cyclone Tracy 113

dashes (punctuation mark)
em 47, 164
en 46

deadlines 95, 335
in internet journalism 69

death knocks 329
Deep Throat (Watergate source) 26
defamation 255–259

defamatory imputation 257
defences against 261–267
exceptions 259
features of laws 267–268
identification in 258–259
innuendo 260
means of publication 259
misconceptions 268–269
presumption of guilt 255, 257
role of subeditors 177

defining and non-defining clauses 154
descriptive clauses 161
detail (in stories) 21, 78, 86
dialogue 93
direct speech 35

use of colons 163
use of quotation marks 168
see also speech, reporting of

documents
Australian Stock Exchange 296
electoral commissions 295
parliaments 295

domestic violence, reporting of 250
drop caps 209

East Timor 343–350
‘effect’, use of 157
electoral rolls 287–293
electronic media news

delivery 60
differences from newspapers 55–56
lead writing 57
presentation of figures 64
presentation with pictures 65
similarities with newspapers 54
use of tense in 57–59
writing 54
writing for delivery 61, 64

ellipses 47, 169
Ellis v. Home Office (1953) 273
ethics 117, 336–340
Ex Parte Bread Manufacturers Ltd; Re Truth and Sportsman Ltd

(1937) 237

Excel (spreadsheet), see spreadsheets
exclamation marks 169
exclamations (in grammar) 149
eye contact in interviews 326

fact checking 174, 323–329
fact flow 31
fair report (defence against defamation) 265
family law, reporting of 250
federal system of government 226–227
Fessenden, Reginald Aubrey 67
fictitious characters, use of in stories 258
first-person reporting 93
flying a kite (testing public reaction) 26
fonts, see typography, fonts
fourth estate 108
fraud, journalistic 85, 94, 336
freebies, see gifts
Freedom of Information 122, 294–295

laws 231–232, 278
full stops 160

Gagliardi, Jason 244
general knowledge 95, 110

for interviewing 319
generalisations 95
gifts 117, 340
Glass, Stephen 85
Gleeson, Mr Justice Murray 252
Google (search engine) 284, 286
grammar 127–129

conjunctions 149, 161
exclamations 149
mood (in grammar) 150
phrases 150–152
prepositions 147–148
see also adjectives; adverbs; clauses; nouns; pronouns;

sentences; tense (in grammar); verbs
Gray, Robert 89

hanging participles, see verbs, participles
Hayes, Mike 113
headlines 175–176

choice of fonts 203
type size 207

hearsay (in legal system) 225
Henningham, John 55
house style 34, 178–180
‘however’, use of 161
Hulton v. Jones (1910) 258
humour 92
hyphens 46, 164–165

illustrations, see pictures
imagery in writing 88–90
Independent Monthly 3, 217
indirect speech 35

adverbs in 44
see also adverbs

pronouns in 43
tense of 42–43, 58
see also speech, reporting of

Indonesian legal system 219
infinitives, see verbs, infinitives
information service providers 295
innocent dissemination (defence against defamation) 266
intellectual property, see copyright
internet 66, 68

research using 283–287
internet journalism 7, 8, 68–69

principles of 69–71
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interviewing 323–329
on background 330
children 330
clarification of answers 325
justification of answers 325
listening skills 324, 325
media-trained subjects 328
preparation 319–323
strategy 320–321, 329, 330
victims of tragedy 329

intro boxes 210
inverted pyramid 8–11, 75

for electronic media 63
formula 12
structure 11–12, 16

‘its’, use of 141

John Fairfax & Sons Pty Ltd v. McRae (1955)
238

John Oxley Shreddergate story 108–109
research for 119–123, 289–293
sample story 32–33, 50–51

journalism
history 108
role in democracy 108–109

journalists
legal considerations, see contempt (legal);

defamation; open courts; court
reporting

personality traits, see personality traits
skills 119–123

see also deadlines; general knowledge; interviewing;
lateral thinking; observation; questions; research;
subediting

technological knowledge 117–118
see also spreadsheets

judges
discretion 225
role in legal system 220
see also law

juries 234
hung 245, 246
impact of media on 238
interviewing 251
role in legal system 220, 221–222
see also law

Justices Act (Qld) 273, 275

kerning 206

Lange case (Lange v. Australian Broadcasting Corporation
(1997)) 266

lateral thinking 114–115
law

adversarial system 219
appeals, see appeals (legal)
case 222

significance to journalists 223
civil 221
criminal 220–221
in ethical considerations 336
exclusion of similar facts 225
federal and state 226–227
fundamental concepts 223
hearsay 225
identification of sources 26
ignorance of 217
Indonesia 219
in internet journalism 71
medieval 218–219
right to silence 224

rights of journalists 271
role of journalists 223–224

see also open courts
rules of evidence 224, 225
statute 222
terminology 219
see also contempt (legal); court reporting; defamation;

individual cases
‘lay’, use of 158
leading (typography) 205
leads (beginnings of news stories) 13–19

choosing 17–19, 173
in electronic media 63–64
formal and informal 57
hair trigger 82, 83–84
in out-of-pyramid stories 80–82
structure of 152
summary 20–21, 63–64
suspended 82–83

legislation, see law, statute
‘like’, use of 193–194
listening in interviews, see interviewing, listening

skills
lists, treatment of 162, 164
logic in structure of stories 22, 28–31

background (additional information) 32
Luna Park case 237

Mahliklili Dhalamani v. The King (1942) 272
Marconi, Guglielmo 67
Mason, Mr Justice 278
mean (statistics) 298–299
Media Watch 76
mental health matters, reporting of 251
metaphor 89–90
mood (in grammar) 150
moral rights (law) 230

legislation 229

names, pronunciation of, see vocal presentation
‘new journalism’ 77, 93
news selection 339, 341–342

radio, see radio news, selection of content
news stories

all media, see news selection; stories
radio, see radio news
television, see television news

newspaper layout and design 197, 200–213
aids 206
facing pages 208
white space 213
see also typography

newspapers 2, 7
colour 211
production process 9

Niesche, Christopher 73
non-publication orders, see suppression orders
notebooks for interviewing 321–323
nouns 129–130

capitalisation 130
gender 131
number 130

Nye, Bill 110

observation 86
‘off the record’ (confidentiality) 27

in interviews 330
‘on the record’ (confidentiality) 27

in interviews 330
online journalism, see internet journalism
‘only’, use of 192–193
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open courts 242
cases for 271–274
reporting 243–244
statutes 273
see also court reporting; law, role of

journalists
open government 277–279
opinion 13

defence against defamation 264
separation from news 265

Ostrowski v Palmer (2004) 217
out-of-pyramid writing 73–76

samples 96–106
structure 79

beginning 80–82
ending 84–85
middle 85

‘over’, use of 194
overwriting 94

pace in writing 90
Packer v. Peacock (1912) 235–236, 240, 243
parentheses 166
parenthetic expressions 162
parliamentary privilege, see privilege (against

defamation), absolute
parliamentary questions
pars 9, 154
participles, see verbs, participles
past tense 41
percentage 297–298
personality traits 107, 111–113, 337

see also accuracy; application (in gathering news)
phrases 150–152
pictures

manipulation of 339
in newspapers 212

place names 168
plug boxes 213
police descriptions and contempt 239
police investigations 220
political matters (defence against defamation) 266
polls

confidence levels 303–304
problems 302
samples 302–303

accuracy 308
sampling error 304–305
telephone 304

polls, reporting of 309
choice of sample 309
commissioning body 309
comparisons 310
conduct of 309
guidelines 311
questions asked 310
sampling error 310
timing of poll 310

possession (in grammar) 166
prepositions 147–148
present perfect tense 42, 86
present tense 41
prisons, legal restrictions 251
privacy 227
privilege (against defamation)

absolute 261
qualified 262–263

pronouns 140–141
case 142–144
use of apostrophes 167, 168

pronunciation, see vocal presentation

public documents (defence against defamation) 265
public interest 273, 278, 341
public record (function of journalism) 110, 256–257
pull quotes 209
pulls 209
punctuation 45–48, 159

apostrophes 166–168
colons 47, 162–163
commas 47, 160–162
dashes, see dashes (punctuation mark)
ellipses 47, 169
exclamation marks 169
full stops 160
hyphens 46, 164–165
in out-of-pyramid stories 91
parentheses 166
question marks 45
quotation marks, see quotation marks
semicolons 48, 163
square brackets 166

qualifications 95
question marks 45
questions 317–319

double-barrel 326–327
hypothetical 328
scattergun 326–327
silly 328

quotation marks 45–46, 168
in attribution 33
in headlines 175

quotations out of context 340

R v. Sussex JJ Exparte McCarthy (1924) 272
radio, history of 67–68
radio news

selection of content 56
writing 53

random samples, see polls, samples
ratings, television 308
reader interest 15

see also audiences, target
reading gravity (visual design) 206
reasonable doubt (legal standard) 222
recording equipment

in courts 247
legal issues 228, 279–280

repetition 41
reporters

role in electronic media 56
see also journalists

research
for interviewing 320, 326
internet 283–287

rewriting in internet journalism 69–70
Rigby case 238
right of reply (of sources) 25
Robinson, Georgina 85
rule of law 252

‘said’, use of 38–40
Scott v. Scott (1913) 271
search engines 284–285

Australia 285
searchenginewatch.com 286
semicolons 48, 163
sentences 131–132

length 48, 92
structure 92

sex offences, reporting of 250
shorthand 323
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‘should’, use of 195
silence in interviews 329, 330
simile and metaphor 89–90
single-source stories, see sources, single
sound grabs 59
sources

anonymity of 26–27, 228
authority of 33
credibility of 20, 27
ethical considerations 337
identification in story 23–24, 27
maintaining distance from 27
single 25–26, 199
when to use 24

speech, reporting of 35–38
see also direct speech; indirect speech

spell checkers 159
spelling 155

rules 159
word pairs 155–158

Spigelman, Chief Justice Jim 252
split infinitives 138–140
spreadsheets 311

averages 314
common calculations 315–316
exercises 312–315
percentages 313–314
totals 313

square brackets (punctuation mark) 166
standard deviation 299–301
statute law, see law, statute
stereotyping 340
stories

checklists 49–50, 66
credibility of 23
essentials 13

what? 13–17
when? 21
where? 21
who? 21

personal style 86
samples 50–51
transcripts 50–51, 119–123, 343–350
see also audiences, target; inverted pyramid; leads

(beginnings of news stories); logic in structure of
stories; out-of-pyramid writing; sources;
subediting

style manuals 2
sub judice rules 241

see also contempt (legal)
subediting 171–172

avoiding defamation and contempt 177
checking facts 174
combining stories 173
correcting spelling, punctuation and grammar 174
exercises 180–181

answers 182–192
fitting stories 172–173
of out-of-pyramid stories 96
rewriting stories 173–174
writing captions 176–177
writing headlines 175–176

subeditors’ relations with reporters 177
subheads 208, 210
subject matter 76–78
subject–verb agreement, see verbs, number
subplots 90
summary leads, see leads (beginnings of news stories),

summary

Sunday Times case 236
suppression orders 241, 244, 247, 276
surveys, see polls

telephone polls, see polls, telephone
television news 55
tense (in grammar) 41–44

in electronic media 57–59
in headlines 175
in internet journalism 71

‘that’, use of 59, 153–154
Thatcher, Margaret 328
The Commonwealth of Australia v. John Fairfax and Sons Ltd

(1980) 278
time, treatment of 167

in internet journalism 71
titles and positions of individuals 33–35
transcripts, court, see court records
transcripts, news story, see stories, transcripts
trespassing (law) 229
trial by jury, see juries, role in legal system
triviality (defence against defamation) 266
truth (defence against defamation) 263

contextual 264
proof required 263
substantial 264

‘try’, use of 195
typography 198

case 201
fonts

choosing 200–201
sans serif 202–203
serif 198

kerning 206
leading 205
type size 203–204, 207

unattached participles, see verbs, participles

verbs 132
compound 133–134
infinitives 138–140
number 136–138
participles 134–136
tense 132

victims, interviewing 337
Victoria v. Australian Building Construction Employees’ and

Builders Labourers’ Federation (1982) 237
visual design 36

in internet journalism 70
newspapers, see newspaper layout and design

vocal presentation 62, 64–65
voice (in grammar) 44–45

in headlines 175

Weekend Independent 3, 108–109, 217, 293
‘which’, use of 153–154
whistleblowers 337
white space 213
Whitlam dismissal 113
Whitton, Evan 219
wire services 9
Wolfe, Tom 77, 78
word choice 87–88
words (length of stories) 9
‘write tight’ 49
write-ins 210
writing, see grammar; spelling; stories
www.journoz.com 286
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